Dates for cooking classes 2022
26th

27th

11th

8th

5th

September

September

October

November

December

shellfish
Saint scallop, Vongele Verace, mussel
and stick shell

270,-

crustacea
lobster, Carabinero, soft-shell cancer
and Roseberg shrimp

300,-

offal dishes
calf’s sweetbread, calf's brain, goose liver
and lamb’s tongue

250,-

cooking with Markus Gruler from the
restaurant Seehalde in Birnau, Maurach:
two courses with fish from Lake Constance
and executive chef Henry Oskar Fried :
stuffed goose with mugwort jus
and caramelized red cabbage
baked apple with vanilla sauce
and ice cream from cinnamon flowers

250,-

menu for the men
pig’s head and tongue,
oxtail and stuffed breast of veal

230,-

Dates for cooking classes 2023
14th

6th

7th

February

March

March

24th

April

Valentine's menu
spell of love in a four-course meal

220,-

Italian pasta kitchen
Agnolotti with Amarettini and carrot,
Farfalle with sardine,
Spaghetti Botarga,
Ravioli with meat filling and sage,
chocolate lasagna with exotic fruits and
sweet basil pesto, Tamarillo ice cream

230,-

favourite dishes
cevice of salmon trout,
bakery ovens of truffle and foie gras,
fillet of beef with Bernaise sauce,
mango and nougat ice cream

250,-

regional kitchen from Baden-Württemberg

200,-

Our sophisticated Traube Tonbach cookery school organises regular cooking classes on select
culinary themes. The class price includes the wine pairing, beverages, all documents and recipes,
and an exclusive Traube Tonbach logo chef’s apron. The courses can only be offered to groups
of six people or more. For a group of eight or more, we are happy to arrange a course on the
themes and dates you wish. We charge an extra 40.- for day classes for guests not staying at the
hotel. If you cancel a reservation at short notice (fewer than 14 days before the course is
scheduled to begin), we are forced to send out a cancellation bill (80% of the contractually
agreed price for participation) unless we are able to fill the place e in the course for the period in
question. This also applies if you change your booking to a later time and subsequently cancel.
Registrations are made through our reservation department at +49 7442 492 665 or per email
at reservations@traube-tonbach.de

